How to Use Syllabus
What is syllabus?
A syllabus is created in order to familiarize the students with the class policy and learning schedule. It can
be considered a “contract” that both students and faculty must comply with. Students are encouraged to
utilize the syllabus not only at the time of course registration but throughout the lecture period, as a tool to
study systematically toward accomplishing the goals set by each course.

STEP1

★Choose school year

★Choose course and faculty/graduate school

If you know the name of the subject that you want to
read the syllabus, you can search for it directly by
entering the name in the “Subject name” field.
If you enter an instructor’s name in the “Subject name”
field, you will get the list of subjects taught by the
instructor. If you search by the instructor’s full name, put
a space (full-width or half-width) between the family
name and the given name.
You can also do a keyword search to find subjects that are
related to keywords of your interest. For example, if you
are interested in finance and civil law, enter “finance civil
law” in the subject name field to search for subjects that
include both finance and civil law in the syllabus.
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STEP2
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“Course Code,” “Undergraduate or Graduate,”
“Subject name,” “Instructor,” “Campus,” and
“Credits” of each subject are displayed on the
Search results page.
Click on the “Subject name” to see the syllabus.
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STEP3
Click on the instructor’s name
to see the instructor’s page on
the Database of Researchers
(full-time faculty only).
Instructor’s name

The syllabus contains the following information in the
respective sections.

【Course Content Summary 】
The overall content, aim, keywords, and how classes will be
conducted are described here, including prerequisite and
co-requisite courses, required knowledge and skills.
【Goals, Aims 】
The knowledge, skills and learning attitude that students
are expected to acquire through the course are described
here.
【Schedule 】
Here you can check the planned content for each class,
assignments required outside of class each week and the
estimated time necessary for the assignments.
【Evaluation Criteria 】
The weight of each evaluation item in the final grade,
points of evaluation and the method of feedback on
examination results are shown here.
【Textbooks/Reference Books/URLs 】
Textbooks and reference books used in class and website
URLs to be referred to are listed.
For books marked
you can click on the link to jump to
DOORS and check the availability in the library.
【Remarks 】
Additional information including how to contact the
instructor is indicated here.

※As the Standards for Establishing Universities stipulate that “a class subject for one credit shall
normally be organized to contain contents that require 45 hours of learning,” 90 hours of learning is
required in order to obtain two credits. In addition to the 30 hours of learning in class, the remaining 60
hours need to be fulfilled through learning outside of class. Assignments to be done outside of class as
shown in the syllabus are the minimum amount of learning required by the instructor and the
estimated time, which may not add up to 60 hours. In that case, students’ independent and active
engagement in learning outside of class is expected.
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About the related pages mentioned in this guide

You can check the instructor’s
contact details, research field and
other information.

You can check the availability of
textbooks and reference books in
the library etc. as well as the table
of contents of the book (unavailable
for some books).

